EBT Classification: Galaxy Pattern
Pattern Volume: 25.30mL @ 50µL
Ratio: 3.96 to 1
Design Year: 2014
Description: Short quasi-sport pattern based on a house shot design
Characteristics: Asymmetrical medium volume oil pattern with long back
ends
Recommended Attack Area: First Arrow
Recommended Delivery Speed: Fast
Equipment: Moderately strong with polished surface, Plastic, or
Urethane
Scoring Potential: Medium

Difficulty: Moderately Difficult

The EBT Pegasus 36’ Pattern is the shortest of all EBT proprietary
patterns with an asymmetrical design. At only 36 feet, bowlers should
expect a big ball reaction and will need to adjust their speed and target
accordingly. Be careful of the out-of-bounds outside of the 5 board
when playing deep angles. Though short, it is somewhat difficult to play
the traditional second arrow especially in the beginning. Pegasus can be
played from a variety of angles, but those who can play a more direct
angle along first arrow will have the best scoring chance. Playing deep or
in the middle is difficult. Like all other EBT patterns, the oil volume is
designed to create carrydown, and it is this transition that will cause
bowlers the most trouble. During carrydown, bowlers may want to
switch to stronger equipment to overcome the pushed oil. Those
throwing weaker equipment or those who have a weaker hand delivery
may be able to move inside to find a line to the pocket. Watch what
your equipment and what the lanes are telling you because this little
shorty of a pattern will change suddenly and she is not very polite about
it! Remember, you as the bowler are ultimately responsible for choosing
the right equipment and playing the lanes as they allow you to play
them! This is only a reference guide, not an answer key! Good luck!

EBT Pegasus 36’ Pattern is a proprietary pattern of the Elite Bowlers Tour, LLC

